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HUNGARIAN MINORITIES AND
THE MILITARY EQUALITY OF HUNGARY
by

C o u n t S tep h en B e th le n
here can be no doubt that the international
political events of the past year have done
much to improve Hungary’s international
position. W e must not however shut our eyes
to certain phenomena which may prove to be the
preludes to complications.
I would refer to only two things. The first
of the unfavourable phenomena is that from a
military point of view we are still absolutely de
fenceless; the other being that our racial brethren
living in foreign countries have never been sub
jected to such oppression as they are suffering
from now: while so far we have not been able to
take any serious step to eliminate these two cir
cumstances and the situation arising from them.
Our complete disarmament is creating a situation
becoming more and more intolerable for us, — not
only because those States surrounding us which in
the event of the outbreak of a war we should pro
bably have to reckon among our enemies have
been making unheard-of efforts recently too to
further develop their military forces even beyond
their financial capacity, having thus obtained over
us an advantage the counterbalancing of which on
our part is becoming more and more hopeless
every day, but also — and indeed more parti
cularly — because in the event of war breaking
out in the vicinity of Hungary our neighbours do
not intend — a point already acknowledged
openly by them — to respect even our neutrality
and would indeed undoubtedly avail themselves
of the opportunity to once more occupy Dismemb
ered Hungary. It has therefore become a duty to
our people to arm; and that duty not even the
support of the most powerful friends can possibly
make superfluous.
Another sad symptom — I had almost said
a desperate symptom — of the weakness of our
international position is the persecution, terrorisation and despoiling and extermination of our
racial brethren in Rumania — a persecution defying description. Hungarian public opinion can
not find words sufficiently strong to express its
horror and indignation — we cannot protest ener
getically enough — against the procedure of Ru
mania in recent months, — an indignation which
must be shared and a protest which must be
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echoed by every civilised person who has taken
the remotest trouble to watch the sufferings of
the Hungarians in Transylvania, — a persecution
in comparison with which the methods adopted by
Russia during the last fifty years of the pre-W ar
period — in her treatment of the Poles, for in
stance — might veritably be described as courteous
and gracious.
It is quite superfluous for me to go into de
tails on this point. The press daily reports cases
of such persecution; and there must be many
similar cases which are not registered by the de
pressing chronicles of events simply because their
victims suffer in silence and bear their crosses
without a murmur, seeing that they are afraid
that, if they give any information to any one, their
lot will become even more intolerable.
Both circumstances — our disarmament and
the sad fact that the war of extermination is being
waged with constantly increasing fury against the
Hungarian minorities, — both circumstances il
lustrate strikingly the weakness of our inter
national position, so that I have no hesitation in
saying that the most urgent work with which our
foreign policy is faced is to eliminate those
circumstances.
The elimination of the one-sided disarmament
from which we are suffering and the salvation of
one-third of our racial brethren subjected to
foreign rule, — that is our duty to ourselves and
to our honour, and that duty must be fulfilled at
all costs. And it is a duty also to the cause of
European peace; because its fulfilment would
make it possible to keep intact the territory left
to our nation by the Treaty of Trianon, while the
failure to meet that obligation would involve a
revision in pejus of the Treaty and the destruction
of all that has been left us by the Edict of
T rianon.
How do things stand in this respect? What
must and what can be done to improve the situa
tion? Let us face the facts. A few weeks ago an
article containing very remarkable things appeared
in the columns of “ Le Temps", one of the leading
French organs; and that article awoke a lively
response in the Little Entente States. In the
article "Le Temps" actually advises the Little
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Entente in the event of Hungary following the
example set by Austria and Germany and be
ginning to arm without authorisation to arbitrarily
proclaim the cancelling of the obligations under
taken by them in the Minority Treaties. The idea
here suggested must have acted like a Godsend in
the Little Entente States; for it would at one blow
solve the problem of emancipation from the ob
ligations undertaken in connection with the Treaty
of Trianon and legalise all the crimes and in
justices committed at the cost of the Hungarian
minorities: while the League of Nations would
also escape from the pressure of an irksome duty
which is in any case only a mock obligation now
that only a very tiny figleaf disguises the real
nature of the manner in which this distinguished
body has hitherto discharged the formidable and
exceptionally important duties devolving upon it
in respect of the national minorities.
And the advice thus given by the article
published in “Le Temps“ betrays a most remark
able legal sense and a perfectly Balkan mentality.
In the first place the writer apparently ensures
the States on the other side the right under inter
national law to maintain the one-sided disarma
ment to which Hungary has been condemned, even
in the event of the other States failing — as they
in fact have failed — carry into effect the artnament restrictions undertaken under the Treaty of
Trianon in return for that obligation of disarma
ment on the part of Hungary. Furthermore, the
article actually empowers the Little Entente
States in the event of their being unable to carry
into effect a onesided revision (in their favour)
of the Treaty of Trianon to retaliate by cancelling
the obligations in respect of their national mi
norities undertaken in return for the cession of
two-thirds of Hungary's territory. The suggestion
therefore involves the authorisation of the Little
Entente States to openly — and indeed ostent
atiously — throw off the obligations undertaken
by them in respect of their national minorites and
thereby to introduce the system of hostages pre
vailing in Spain — at their discretion to imprison
their minorities or to exterminate them wholesale
in order by anticipation to prevent Hungary
engaging in any act of an unfriendly nature which
may prejudice their interests.
It is a moot point whether the political short
sightedness or the lack of humanity and legal
sense shown by this machiavellistic advice, is
greater? Surely nothing could be politically more
shortsighted than to imagine that inequality, op
pression and persecution can be used as the found
ations of peace. Nor could any greater injustice
against Hungary be conceived than the demand
that the military provisions shall be carried into
effect with the obstinacy of Shylock, even in the
event of the counter-obligations stipulated in the
Treaty of Peace being repudiated and of threats
to the effect that should they fail to enforce a
continuation of that situation the Little Entente
States will refuse to continue to acknowledge the
validity of the obligations the equivalents of which
the received long ago, when they were allotted
parts of Hungary's territory. And, finally, it shows
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an utter lack of humanity and of even the most
elementary form of fairness to proclaim that the
Hungarian minorities already entirely at the mercy
of their new masters will be denied even those
meagre means of legal redress — indeed, the
Little Entente States are already declaring these
means to be invalid — which the Succession States
have so far at least formally accepted as binding
upon them in return for the cession of enormous
territories.
What is here at stake is nothing more or less
than a revision of the Treaty of Trianon, — the
question of our exempting the States of the other
side from their obligation of disarmament or in the
event of our refusing to do so of those States
arbitrarily enforcing an even more daring amend
ment of other provisions of the Treaty. A ll this
is, however, no mere threat; and from the Hun
garian point of view that is the punctum saliens.
The revision in question has de facto been really
carried into practice; for, while on the one hand
our disarmament is still a fact, while the States
on the other side are up to their necks in the race
for armaments, on the other hand — in Rumania,
at least — not a single provision of the Minorities
Treaties is put into practice in respect of the
Hungarian minorities, and beyond the frontiers
those treaties have long been de facto mere dead
letters.
With all the shrewdness our neighbours have
shown in inventing this idea, they have apparently
forgotten that such a procedure is equivalent to
an open confession that the Treaty of Trianon has
already become inapplicable and that as a con
sequence we may be forced without delay to in
voke the application of Article 19 of the Covenant?
They surely do not imagine that Hungary would
for a moment tolerate the Treaty of Trianon being
arbitrarily and one-sidedly amended to her
detriment? A ny attempt of the kind would be
bound to bring grist to Hungary’s mill; for the
only answer Hungary could possibly offer to the
denunciation of the Minority Treaties would be to
immediately demand a revision of the Treaty of
Trianon as a whole.
W e must forget, however, that the present
situation itself is also intolerable to Hungary: I
have already noted that Rumania, though not
having formally denounced her Minority Treaty,
has ceased to apply its provisions in practice:
indeed, there is not a single provision in that
treaty which she does not openly flout every day.
Volumes might be written on the subject: but I
shall confine myself to citing a single crying
example more by way of illustration than for any
other reason. One provision of the Minority
Treaty granted the Szekely people cultural
autonomy — that proving that the framers of the
treaty intended to treat the Szekelys as a serious
minoriy factor and for that reason endeavoured
to afford their rights more efficacious protection.
Now let us see how all this looks in practice?
and how the respective provision is carried into
effect today by the Rumanian State?
The first step towards execution of the re
spective provision taken by the Rumanian State
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was to confiscate the common property of the
Szekely people — used mostly for the furtherance
of cultural objects — and to distribute part of
the same among Rumanian villages, expropriating
the rest for the benefit of the Rumanian Treasury.
When some years ago the Szekely people applied
to the League of Nations for redress of this
flagrant breach of rights, that venerable body,
whose duty it should have been to protect the
minority, ordered the restoration of only a part
of the common property in question. And that
partial restoration has not yet been effected. This
was the first step taken by the Rumanian State
towards the realisation of the cultural autonomy
of the Szekely people. The next step was the clos
ing under all kinds of pretexts of the Szekely
elementary and other schools, this being accomp
anied by the establishment of network of Ruman
ian schools and the importation of Rumanian
teachers from Old Rumania, the whole Szekely
area being flooded with these teachers, who re
ceived double salaries as a reward for undertaking
the extrem ely difficult task of Rumanisation of
the Szekely people. When this work had been
accomplished, the Rumanians invented the ri
diculous theory — historically and scientifically
quite untenable — that the Szekely people did not
form part of the Hungarian minority, seeing that
they were really Magyarised Rumanians; that
enabling them to formulate a claim to re-Rumanianise them. The work was begun at once and
at full speed. Today gendarmes ruthlessly buttend the ribs of any Szekelys who are not willing
to be converted to the Greek Catholic (Uniate) or
Greek Oriental (Orthodox) faith and to send their
children to Rumanian schools and Rumanianise
their names. What is going on here is an infamous
attempt to exterminate the Szekely people, the
result being that today only one-third of the
Szekely children — or perhaps even less than
one-third — are attending Hungarian denomina
tional schools and learning to read and write in
their mother tongues, while the national feelings
and self-consciousness and even the material
well-being of the rest has been placed at the
mercy of a corrupt bureaucracy and a ruthless
soldiery.
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that question is — suaviter in modo, sed fortiter
in re.
The first step must be to open up negotiations
with the leaders of the Rumanian State. After all,
even the most infatuated Rumanian chauvinist
must realise that there are limits to the patience
even of an ox and that, though we have not the
slightest wish to interfere in the internal affairs
of Rumania, the restoration of normal relations
between that country and Hungary must depend
solely and exclusively upon the treatment ac
corded to our racial brethren by the Rumanian
authorities. W e must therefore leave no stone un
turned to come to an agreement with Rumania; for
it is not our intention to cause unrest in Europe:
what we really desire is to secure the welfare of
our racial kinsmen in Transylvania, — a result
which can be far better and far more effectively
secured by prevailing upon the Rumanian Govern
ment to think the matter over than by converting
the affair at all costs into a European question.

However, should that expedient fail, the Hun
garian Government should appeal first to the
Great Powers and only then to the League of
Nations, in the latter case securing if possible the
support of a Member of the Council. This latter
course would be the last resort of the Hungarian
Government: for so far the petitions of the mi
norities have almost without exception found their
way only to the League's — waste-paper basket.
Should the League of Nations in this matter too
fail to do its duty, we should without fail have to
leave the League and to turn our backs on a body
which is neither able nor willing to m eet the ob
ligations so solemnly undertaken by it.
In the event of aggression the League of Na
tions would in any case never defend us. On one
occasion we did indeed receive financial support
from the League of Nations; but that nation which
for material reasons does not dare in any given
case to undertake even that risk in defence of its
vital political interests, renounces in advance the
possibility of national self-assertion and becomes
the thrall of other more virile and more courageous
nations.
After all, we surely cannot tolerate our racial
kinsmen being made outlaws in the very heart of
This is how the cultural autonomy of the
Europe or look on with folded arms while nearest
Szekely people looks in practice.
of kin are being inhumanly nailed to the cross —
But why should I continue? What is true of our brothers and cousins, those nearest and
the Szekelys, is true also of the Hungarian towns dearest to us veritably crucified — ; for that
and of the educated classes of those towns, — in touches our national honour: and posterity will
other words, of all the Hungarians of Transylvania. never acquit us of the charge of guilty omission
The situation is intolerable; and we should be — merely because we are weak and small — if
indeed a nation of poltroons if we continued to we fail to fight against the crucifixion of our ra
look on at these happenings with folded arms and cial brethren with every means in our power.
did nothing at all to put an end to them.
Even the worm tries to defend itself against
But what is to be done? The only answer to being crushed.

